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1921-28) that " there has undoubtedly been much " deterioration in local self-government, much job-*' bery, and much injustice " ?—No, the existence of the good does not balance the bad. i There are bad and good boards as this memorandum shows throughout. I do not think the balance is such as to say that there has been no deterioration.
 187.	But is there any justification for making a
general statement of this nature ?    Would you not
qualify it ?—I do not know if I can say whether the
statement is justified or not.
 188.	The Chairman : May I put it this way.    I do
not read it myself as meaning that this is the universal
and invariable result.    I understand the  author of
this passage, I do not know whether he is right or
wrong, to mean that the cases that he refers to are
sufficiently numerous for him to wish to make the
remark, but I do not think for a moment that the
suggestion was  that there  were no cases   of   the
opposite type.    I should not suppose it.    I am quite
sure there must be cases where there has been some
very good work done.    You do not understand it to
mean    as   a    universal   proposition ?—No,    sir.    I
endeavoured to say that in my reply.
 189.	Mr. Desangt>s : Are you aware that money has
been borrowed for construction of police buildings
and   buildings   for   other   reserved   departments ?
Government have borrowed money for the construction
of police buildings ?—Yes, I understand they have.
 190.	Are you aware that the Finance department is
raising technical difficulties in the way of the Govern
ment borrowing money to give to local bodies for
constructing primary school buildings, for the intro
duction of public health schemes and for reclassification
of roads ?—Yes, a technical objection to Government
borrowing on behalf of local bodies has been made.
 191.	Is it not a great hardship on local bodies?
Are they not at the end of their resources ?—No, the
local bodies are not at the end of their resources.
 192.	Do you not think that their existing resources
do not allow them to. meet all the demands for the
construction of buildings for primary schools and to
carry out schemes of public health, medical relief and
development of communications ?—They could not
build all the buildings required in the districts for a
complete network of schools and dispensaries.   The
resources of the local bodies are not sufficient for that.

 193.	But will not that be supplemented if this
technical objection is withdrawn and local bodies
are allowed to borrow money for beneficial actimties ?
—The technical objection might then only be replaced
by the practical objection that the Government was
not in a financial position to add to its indebtedness.
 194.	But it has added to its liabilities by borrowing
for police buildings and revenue buildings ?—I should
be glad to see the technical objection removed.
 195.	Mr.  Srivastava:   What is the technical ob
jection, may I know ?—That a local Government may
not borrow  money  for buildings  which would be
constructed for the local bodies.
 196.	Is  that a definite rule ?—It  is  a financial
subject with which I really am not very familiar;
But that is the effect so far as our administrative
departments are concerned.
 197.	You are hampered by that rule ?—It is an
obstacle, certainly, which has been raised.
 198.	Sir Arthur Froom :  In this book* under Local
Self-Government, there is a division of -various sub
jects in charge of the minister for Local Self-Govern-
ment.    I   ana   referring   to   municipalities,   district
boards and village panchayats.    The chapter gives a
very interesting survey of the work done by each of
these bodies  and also  the conclusions  arrived at.
The conclusions expressed in this chapter are not
very eulogistic of the -work dono by these bodies.
Then I come to Buildings and Roads.    In reading
through the relevant .portion, dealing with iftis subject
it appears to me that you find the .upkeep of the
• Vol. IX.
 roads by district hoards was not efficiently done on the whole and therefore for the future you propose that there should be regular inspection of the local roads kept up by district boards which receive grants irom the provincial Government. Might I assume that the inspection will be similar to that done in the case of provincial roads and might I also assume that this inspection will not necessarily take the form of an officer coming down and saying " Why have " you spent money on this or that" but that he might also give advice ?—Yes.
 199.	There should be a regular inspection from
the Public Works department to see whether money
has been wasted on roads,  what revenue will be
derived and so on ?—Yes.
 200.	Now coming back to the other part, viz. the
other departments administered by municipalities,
district  boards   and   village   panchayats,   might   I
suggest that a similar sort of arrangement should be
made if possible, I mean some sort of inspection.
By inspection I do not mean the sort of school
master's inspection to find fault, but an inspection
with a view to help these bodies.    Do you think
that, as in the case of roads, some sort of inspection
might be proposed for other subjects dealt with by
the  municipalities   and   district  boards ?—That  is
what we contemplate in the case of hospitals and
that is what we are doing in the case of public health.
 201.	Might I explain the reason for putting this
question ?    As I read the conclusions which, as I
have already said, are not very eulogistic, I find that
a remedy in respect of local roads has been suggested
but I cannot find any remedy suggested for other
subjects ?—We   do   say   that   the   possibilities   of
remedy are on the line which you have suggested.
 202.	That is to say, that is the line of action you
propose to take ?—Yes.
 203.	Raja Nawab Ali Khan :  Is it not a fact that
the Director of Public Health, the Superintending
Engineer of the Public Health Department and the
Electrical  Inspector to Government   also   exercise
control as experts in their respective spheres over
the municipal committees ?—Yes.
 204.	It is therefore* likely that the opinion and
policy of one officer may differ from one who succeeds
him ?—It is possible.
 205.	In that case it is hard   on the municipal
boards to follow the advice of one expert at one time
and soon after to give it up when the next expert
makes his suggestions ?—I do not think it is likely
to occur.
 206.	Is iu not a fact that the Lucknow munici
pality on the advice of one set of experts undertook
the construction of tube wells and maintained them
at considerable expense until they were condemned
by the successive experts ?—I do not know that case,
but I have heard some cases of that kind.

 207.	Are you aware that when the Sullage Farm
scheme was originally adopted at the advice of
Government experts it was a less costiy scheme and
when it was almost completed the board was advised
by Government experts  to  adopt a more costly
scheme which, I understand, is again going to be
changed ?—The Sullage scheme was a very difficult
scheme;   I am aware that there are a good many
changes of idea about that.
 208.	Is it not a fact that the board is bound to
adopt the proposals made by Government experts
and cannot obtain expert opinion from elsewhere ?
—If the board wants Government money to carry
out a scheme it has to take Government ^Ivice.
209 That is to say, failure to give effect to ti» proposals of Government and to obtain advice from Ithfr experts renders .the board liable to forfeit Government grant a»d even suspension !—Y«s.
The CtM&ma*'. Excuse me for interrupting. I anoreciate the point made but it does not seem to 2TSvS,- «S£*M The * in tiiis part of the world seems d Even inmattera wMch perhaps m we should regard as pxirely local matters, tl» pro-vfrcial GoveSnient is asked to come in and be. m

